Director Haines – The team sent in a RAH for your call with GEN Nakasone on Tue, but I wanted to flag directly the items that George indicated Paul might want to discuss. Understand you’ve already spoken on the first two, but they still flagged them for potential followup. Also, the third item related to (b)(1) was just sent over today, so I expect that is a direct add from DIRNSA. I doubt you’ll get to all the topics, but wanted to flag. VR Jeff

- Fox News Tucker Carlson accusations about NSA spying on his communications
- HPSCI/House requests for a pair of (b)(3)
- Update on POTUS Brief regarding (b)(3)
- IC prioritizing of (b)(3)
- Updates regarding sensitive (b)(1), (b)(3)
- Reflections on yesterday’s NSA/NGA/NRO Tri-agency Directors’ Summit (b)(3)
- Cybersecurity EO/NSM and (b)(1)
- (b)(3) and NSA priorities for the program
- The FY23 Program Build and IC alignment (b)(1), (b)(3)
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